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Tell us briefly about you and your work


My name is Le Hoang Vy, now living in Saigon, Vietnam, 
also known as the name Syka on Flickr. I’m 23 year old  
and a junior at school. I also do painting and graphic design.


I used to take digital but I choose film now, well, digital 
photography is great but I just can’t see the poetic 
inspiration in it.


Where do you find inspiration?


I know that inspiration can be found everywhere but to me, 
big passions are always the sea, travels, dreams, music and 
individual persons.


What were you just doing?


Just made some ice milk tea and listening to the new album 
of Toro Y Moi and Lykke Li. I also picked some songs for 
the next MP3 Compilations to share with my friends.


What do you have planned for the future?


Graduating my school soon, making lots travels and also  
I would like to work abroad.
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


My name is Catarina Vieira, born in 1996, in Portugal, 
specifically in Azores, which are semi-tropical islands in the 
Atlantic Ocean, right between USA and Europe. 


I started very young with a passion for writing, which 
developed to a big need to trying new things such as acting. 
Latter, I started doing photography and playing guitar.


Photography comes many times as a way to express what I 
feel. Notice that I have no ability to work with my hands, so 
painting and drawing are two things that I say for sure I can 
not do. 


My pictures are nothing but a trail of my learning experience 
as a person and as an artist, which is still in progress. I have 
only the basic knowledge about photography.


Most of my work might be separated in three themes: the 
portraits and self portraits, in which I do prepare a set, think 
about the lighting and plan the accessories and poses; the 
abstract photograph, that usually comes when I am bored and 
start exploring simple objects at home or in the streets and 
the instantaneous photographs, when I capture moments and 
emotions without planning, and still they make a nice picture


Where do you find inspiration?


I do not “find” inspiration. I really do not. I believe it comes 
and goes. There are times when I take up to 700 of pictures 
per day and then times when I don’t hold the camera for 
weeks. I do listen to a lot of music and try to keep updated 
with the work from other photographers, through networks.  
I also try to attend exhibitions, but those don’t come very  
often where I live. Sometimes my pictures have as a title  
a quote from a book or part of the lyric of some song, but 
I usually I name them when I’m about to post them in my 
Website, when I realise that actually that picture is related  
to something in my life.


What were you just doing?


Now like “now”, I’m loving this peaceful Sunday, especially 
because this will be my last week of school before Christmas.


“Now” in general, I’m in high school, doing my best to balance 
studying, photographing and playing guitar. I no longer act and 
I write only from times to times.


I try to keep updated about future photography workshops or 
classes  since I never attended one  and I am doing my best to 
prepare my first exhibition in a local arts academy.


What do you have planned for the future?


In the future I would like to develop my artistic vein. I’m 
surely going to college, I just don’t know yet if I should try to 
have a photography-related area as my main education. There 
are some universities that teach photography in my country, 
but I don’t think it would guarantee my future. So, if I don’t 
fallow a photographic career, I will probably learn journalism 
or something like that. I would love to work in the artistic 
business: making exhibitions, publishing my pictures and books, 
do radio shows and acting in a few plays, but that’s not 
something that easy to achieve.


Personally, I want to travel the world. I have never been out of 
my country, so when I have the money for it, hopefully in a 
couple of years, I’m planning an InterRail trip: travelling Europe 
by train with a bunch of friends: going to Spain, Italy, Greece, 
Germany, Holland, United Kingdom and France. Of course, I 
plan to photograph every single inch of the places I visit.
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


I was born 1985 in Vienna, Austria. A few 
years ago I started with analogue photography. 


Always carrying a camera with me and try 
to capture the moments of my life or people 
around me. 


Most of my personal works are done by film, 
for me the colors are more natural, I also 
love the grain.


Where do you find inspiration?


Through my eyes, magazines & music.


What were you just doing?


Listening to Gilles Peterson presents: 
Worldwide LP.


What do you have planned for the future?


A project about urbanism Vienna. Hope to 
finish it [in the] spring. 
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


Born in the Philippines and raised in 
Australia. My attention is drawn to anything 
creative—art, design, architecture, fashion, 
photography.


I’m based in Sydney and graphic design 
pays for my bills. I’m very fortunate to be 
working in a profession that requires me  
to tackle different aspects of design every  
day  Taking photographs in my spare time 
keeps my life balanced and fulfilled.


Desert Haze is a collaboration between 
myself and a great friend of mine, Lauren 
Hernandez. We met while studying art & 
design at university.


The recipe for this project is as follows: One 
Indian headpiece that emulates the upcoming 
SS10/11 fashion + two creative individuals + 
11 outfits constructed out of op-shop fashion 
pieces = Desert Haze.


This project was a way to escape our day 
jobs—being graphic designers, which we love, 
but sometimes restricts us from expressing 
ourselves for the sake of satisfying the client. 
This project is the result of our creative 
vision and self expression. I wanted to build 
up a solid photography portfolio, and Lauren 
wanted to showcase her op-shop findings and 
have some quality pictures for her online 
blog. Nevertheless, we had ultimate control  
of the project—from concept to completion.


Oh, and my name is Czarina Clemente.


Where do you find inspiration?


I go to as many shows and concerts as I 
can. I go see as many movies as I can. I 
go to as many art galleries as I can. I travel 
when I can. I surround myself with creative 
people. You’re only as good as the company 
you keep.


What were you just doing?


Looking at flights and browsing Ebay.


What do you have planned for the future?


Hopefully to still care and enjoy what I’m 
doing creatively. I also want to travel and  
I want the money to do so.
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


I'm a French graphic designer and Illustrator 
from Paris, working mainly in the cultural 
editing field. But I'm also involved on 
several other projects as a pure collage artist; 
this part of my work remains voluntary 
more personal, orchestrated by my desires, 
experiences and interrogations…


My characters have to be understood  
as symbolic  or allegoric  images, not  
real persons.


I'm always shared between reality, symbol and 
fairy tale, so then I like to use images with 
a story behind. I use old family pictures, 
photographs, my own drawings...


I also use a lot of vintage right-free 
photographs or botanical / medical engraving. 
But my rule is simple and always the same 
one: to feel in love with the story  
I imagine behind each picture before using it!


I mostly work with Photoshop (the final 
mix of the collage), but also prepare and 
then scan  a lot of items, from drawings to 
photographs.


You know, as my art is my way to express 
myself, my feelings and interrogations,  
I can look at my work as some kind of soul 
mirror. Moreover I like to add some very 
personal element in my work. I happen  
to use my own image sometimes.


Where do you find inspiration?


From Sarah Moon to Kerry Ropper. I also 


always keep an eye on fresh art from 
internet, magazines, galleries…


But on of my strongest inspiration is fairy 
tales. I love fairy tales! An old fashion way 
to tell a story with a moral at the end and 
all kinds of ambiguities and symbols. Fairy 
tales, legends, local stories... are always so full 
of details and inspiration! They  play with 
symbols all the time with the help of masks, 
appearances, and the duality between the 
story and it meaning. I love this mysterious 
and rich side of the fairy tales.


I  always try to  create a story behind  
my illustrations, and let the viewer  imagine 
his own version. I like when people get lost 
in my own tale!


What were you just doing?


Since last june I had a lot of nice exhibitions: 
« Puzzle » a collective exhibition with other 
members of Studiobüro at the famous  
gallery « l’Issue » near Beaubourg  
in Paris (France). Park'n Rock exhibition  
at La Villette also in Paris, France and finally 
the ‘Mail Art Exhibition’ at the Galleri KG52, 
Stockholm - Sweden. I had also been part  
of Berliner Kunstsalonh, Berlin (Germany), 
Art Verona 5, Verona (Italy) and Bloom Art 
Fair, Köln (Germany) this fall.


What do you have planned for the future?


I just want to continue with more and more 
beautiful art projects.
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Selimalhigazi
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


The more I know myself, the less I know 
what I do. I like being uncomfortable in  
my work. Last year I started up my own 
studio in Minneapolis, Cina Associates.  
We have done a lot of great work for 
ourselves and other larger design firms that 
need our expertise. 


I create typefaces, paint, brand companies, 
design in many different mediums, etc. Lately 
I do whatever I am interested in is what it 
comes down to. I am a fan, I love learning,  
I love making things. 


I don’t really like talking about my work,  
I have had great opportunities to work on 
some great projects and I feel fortunate for 
every job that I take. In the end, I give 
anything I do 110%. 


Where do you find inspiration?


Its a wide belief that inspiration is found 
by being inspired by things around you, 
especially other peoples work. I think that 
there is a superficial truth to that. Through 
experience, I have found that real inspiration 
is found through working hard and pushing 
yourself through your work. Tell us briefly 
about you and your work


What were you just doing?


I am working at developing new business for 
Cina Associates, answering emails, painting, 
eating pastries, drinking coffee, sketching 
ideas, planning the day, listening to interviews, 
working on a typeface, and listening to music. 
That was all in the last couple of hours. 


What do you have planned for the future?


Like I said, I am looking for new client 
work. I am not a big believer in planning for 
the future, but in business I do. In the end, 
I think doing the best work that I can is the 
best plan for me. I just signed with a gallery 
in San Francisco and have a show coming up 
later this year. 
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Salutations,


Sed justo augue, tempor id eleifend at, suscipit nec velit. In hac habitasse platea dictumst. Nunc 
vel diam id ligula cursus suscipit. Vestibulum et neque nisi, quis pretium leo. In ut metus ac 
dolor hendrerit tempor sit amet in leo. Suspendisse consequat vehicula lorem, id fermentum 
turpis egestas sed. Etiam dignissim turpis id justo elementum commodo. Nulla id orci nibh, at 
suscipit felis. Etiam ut ultricies ipsum, suspendisse potenti. Ut ut lorem id arcu posuere rhoncus.


Quisque sed mauris commodo dui mollis pellentesque. Nam posuere bibendum ipsum, at 
tincidunt dolor viverra commodo. Mauris ultrices ultrices tortor ut bibendum. Ut sit amet ligula 
eu justo lacinia viverra. Vivamus pulvinar neque nec erat ultrices ornare. Duis suscipit, odio id 
tincidunt posuere, nunc dolor commodo lorem, id hendrerit lacus est id erat. Praesent et nulla 
turpis, id convallis velit. Nullam elit dui, tincidunt nec sollicitudin eget, scelerisque quis mauris. 
Etiam sagittis ullamcorper dolor eget scelerisque. Etiam ligula lacus, euismod nec pharetra vel, 
molestie vulputate est. Donec vitae porta dolor.


Aliquam at libero ante, at iaculis arcu. In risus turpis, cursus vel malesuada nec, condimentum 
sed ipsum. Mauris vitae orci nunc. Duis cursus pretium nulla vel faucibus. Vivamus a justo 
turpis, vitae hendrerit erat. Mauris blandit, odio eu mattis tempus, mauris tortor faucibus arcu, 
sed placerat eros velit vitae leo. Aliquam quis erat nisl, nec euismod dolor. Suspendisse potenti. 
Donec eget nunc at lectus varius pulvinar. Nullam at sem id ante ultricies congue varius non 
metus. Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora torquent per conubia nostra, per inceptos 
himenaeos. Nulla tortor odio, pulvinar eget egestas in, gravida ut urna. Vivamus ut auctor diam.


Sincerely,


Tim Drabandt
CEO
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


I am my work and my work is me... 
somehow.


Where do you find inspiration?


Everywhere. Mostly in everyday life.


What were you just doing?


Answering this interview. And preparing the 
images for my feature. And preparing another 
series of prints for a show in Venice, Italy 
which is supposed to happen sometime in 
February 2011.


My favourite    is…


My favorite season is summer and my 
favourite food is Italian.
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


Hi, my name is Sara Morán and I’m from 
Spain. I grew up and started my art studies 
in Seville but I moved to Barcelona two years 
ago for continue it.


What I do? well the most concrete thing that 
I could say is that i’ve been needing always 
a way to connect my inner feeling with the 
external world, and I try to do it always in  
a present tense. Do now what I need now.


I couldn’t define my work because i’m always 
moving between different things, although 
now i’m concentrate in photography in which 
I’m self-taught.


I’m hedonistic by nature. I take photos 
because I enjoy it. 


Where do you find inspiration?


In people, in looks, gestures, smells, sounds…  
I am very sensitive to my own concept  


of beauty and I try to share it with the 
other eyes.


I love to keep quiet and observe, and 
sometimes I have luck and get what is 
happening around me in the same way that 
you feel the sun on the skin when it is 
winter, and then, you can smell the colors…


What were you just doing?


I’m writing this interview at the work, so I 
need to be fast, because my boss is coming! 


What are your future plans?


Next year I’m going to Holland to finish  
my career, and then we’ll see…keep learning, 
keep feeling…
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


I was born in 1988 in Russia. I live in a big 
industrial city Chelyabinsk. Now I’m a student 
of the university of economics. 3 years ago  
I found myself in photographing. I love it.  
It’s really great.


Where do you find inspiration?


Inspiration is everywhere. Almost every photo 
was born in my dreams.


So inspiration comes to me in the morning 
after I try to remember what I’ve seen in 
a dream. I’m inspired by a single abstract 
image, which is formed and consists of the 
things around me, and later, thanks to the 
camera, this image becomes a photograph.


What were you just doing?


I was watching film.


What are your future plans?


I’m going to graduate from the university, 
move to another city and begin to  
learn photograph.ALEXANDER 
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


My name is Lara Costafreda and I’m a 22-year-old 
fashion designer and illustrator, I was born  
in Llardecans (Lleida), I spent my whole childhood  
in this same village but I am currently living in 
Barcelona since a few years ago.


I studied fashion design in BAU (Barcelona) and  
at Royal College of Fashion at Central Saint Martins 
(London) I have also worked with the designers 
ioannisdimitrousis (in London) and Cardona Bonache  
in Barcelona.


I have just received a scholarship to spend a year in 
Rio de Janeiro.


Where do you find inspiration?


Quotidian things inspire me; ideas usually come when 
are least expected, when I’m having a coffee with some 
friends or when I’m having a walk down the street, 
for example.


When I have the “idea”, then I like to work with  
the meaning of the concept and develop it until  
I get something amazing, something I would never  
have imagined!!! During the process I learn many  
awe-inspiring things and discover artists, films, books, 
places, and cities…


I really think that what is really important in the 
creative process is this “methodology of work”, the 
same process is done by artists!!!


What were you just doing?


I was working with the designers Cardona Bonache 
in Barcelona until few weeks ago, we were in Paris 
showing and selling the collections and now I’m again 
in Barcelona preparing everything to travel to Brazil  
in February.


Meanwhile, I’m working with personal projects such  
as designing T-shirts and doing several personal orders, 
what is indeed really fascinating!!!


What are your future plans?


I have just received a scholarship to spend a year in 
Rio de Janeiro [Brazil], so I hope I will be there for 
a year, learning many things from a really different 
culture and society which is nowadays, from my  
point of view, one of the most interesting countries  
in the world.


So let’s see in a year how is all going…
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


Born 1990 and working in London, Canada. 
I try to shoot as much as possible, finding 


things that I think look interesting and 
capture a moment. I love the story behind 
a photo. I try to show a story as raw and 
natural as possible. Sure a beautiful sunset 


landscape is nice to look at, but I get bored 
quickly. I’d much rather see some naked kid 
climbing a baseball fence at night. Or a girl 


in her bra the moment after sex…


Where do you find inspiration?


I think, like everyone, inspiration comes 
from everything around you. Anything can 
influence you, it just depends on what you 


let influence you enough to create something 
from it.


What were you just doing?


What I was doing just now? I just ate s me 
Reese Puffs cereal, and then went out and 


shoot a few phot s.


What are your future plans?


My future holds, me going to school next 
year in Toronto, and from there I plan to 
extend my photography. Other than that I 


don’t really plan too far. I don’t even know 
what I’m doing this weekend.
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


My name is Alejo (aka exo) live in Buenos Aires, 


Argentina and I study Graphic Design at the 


University of Buenos Aires. My work is based on 


paste paper without following some kind of rule or 


norm, but we must be aware of destroying images 


to create new forms and structures...like reconfigure 


space through a new language.


What were you just doing?


At this time breakfast was the fifth time...looking  


for freelance work. I’m also remembering that  


I have to do several things on this day.


My favourite... 


My favorite shirt is the one [that] has  


holes everywhere...


Where do you find inspiration?


I find inspiration in the city itself, in edilicias 


buildings, several new and young photographers  


I admire, in the lack of communication that  


exists at this time and perhaps in some disarray 


psychic sufferings.
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SOPHIECHARLOTTE


WILDNESS/
PLEASE DON’T 
GO


Tell us briefly about you and your work


My photographs are something like a documentary 


of my everyday life and a rough drawing of what 


my ideal world would be like, they are mostly an 


expression of my emotions. 


Also, I am interested in people and how they 


approach freedom, and I want to reflect  that in 


my work. I am just starting to work more with other 


people, most of my work is still self-portraiture.


What were you just doing?


I have been learning a lot as I am in my final year  


at school and there are lots of exams right now,  


but I also did fun things like an activist training  


(for civil disobedience) and a lantern procession for 


climate justice.


My favourite... 


My favourite person is you.


Where do you find inspiration?


I am inspired by light and nature, by early morning 


fog and the air when I leave the house, by (naked) 


human bodies and by other artists, like, for 


example, Lina Scheynius.
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LINN HEIDI 
STOKKEDAL


I DON´T WANT 
TO GROW UP 


Tell us briefly about you and your work


My name is Linn Heidi Stokkedal, I am from  


Norway and I am 21 years old. I am currently 


residing in the beautiful town Stockholm, where  


I work as a photographer assistant. I just finished 


my education as a photographer, and now I am just 


trying out stuff. I sometimes do freelance work, 


and I like to see where this is going! I think this is 


something I should do, and it feels good doing it!


What were you just doing?


Dreaming


My favourite... 


My favourite person is you.


Where do you find inspiration?


I always think of inspiration as something  


I don´t control, it comes and goes. Sometimes  


in waves, sometimes in small drops. I feel inspired 


sometimes from the way I feel, or maybe just  


from seeing a person on the street. I also get 


inspiration from reading and looking at photos,  


like most people! 
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DAMIEN MOHN  RED DRESS 


/ PLACE DE LA VICTOIRE 


/ CHATEAU DE VALENCAY 


/ MONTORGUEIL / WHEN 


MILAN COME TO PARIS / 


CROWN CLUB / STREET ART


Tell us briefly about you and your work


Hello, regarding my background, I am a graphic 


designer for 10 years.


In 2005, the date of purchase of my first lame,  


I move so far towards fashion photography.


I often work outdoors because in this creative  


and a good playground, there is always a backdrop  


of color has a light use, I find it more pleasant.


What were you just doing?


I would like to collaborate with new photographers, 


and prepare an exhibition next year.


My favourite... 


My favorite photo is 6 “Valencay Castle” for the 


technical side and because the girl was great and 


beautiful place.


Where do you find inspiration?


The web is an inexhaustible source of course, 


portfolios, magazines online and even if the quality 


is not terrible I use facebook more pr follow the 


work of photographers I like.


Otherwise there is the street, magazines, 


exhibitions...
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UNTITLED
SERGEY VINOKUROV


Tell us briefly about you and your work


Hello from Moscow, Russia. I do not know where  


to start... In general, I love milk, much milk, I love  


to run under a warm rain, though it does not matter, 


the main thing that would be it was just rain. Well 


there is another without that my photos would not 


exist it’s the music...


What were you just doing?


turned out the lights


My favourite... 


warp records,


gummo,


ren & stimpy...
Where do you find inspiration?


My inspiration is entirely in the clouds, although  


it may be in the woods or in the night...


When I find him, I’ll tell you exactly where it is...
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Gabor Kerekes


Álvaro Cabeza


Daria Hlazatova


Matilde Perrusclet


Martin Stefan Merl
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THE 
YOUTH OF 


MYSTERIOUS 
CONVERSATIONS


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I’m a 19-year-old student from Budapest, 


Hungary. I’m much into music, psychology, 


literature and art. I’ve been taking photographs 


for a number of years now, which can be defined 


as “mood-reports”, lyrical interpretations of 


my surroundings. I’ve only come to a point at 


which I could really shift my focus on creating 


art at the beginning of this year, and since then 


I’ve been exploring different approaches. In my 


latest series of abstract graphics, I was studying 


the interaction between the basic elements of 


depiction: lines, shapes, colors and textures.


What were you just doing?


I was out on the balcony smoking a hand-rolled 


cigarette and drinking chamomile tea.


Where do you find inspiration?


My sources of inspiration vary from time to 


time, but there’s a constant factor: music. This 


particular series was mainly inspired by abstract, 


highly textured soundscapes, glitchy broken 


rhythms and the catchy melodies that sometimes 


reveal themselves from under the layers of noise.


My favourite... 


• novelist: Hermann Hesse


• rolling paper: red Rizla


• band: Alog


Gabor Kerekes
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


Hello hello!! I’m Álvaro Cabeza, a young spanish 


graphic designer student, known as CAP·388.


I started 3 years ago, influenced by the strong 


graffiti culture around my city, but I finally chose 


digital illustration to express my work.


At present, I’m working for some clothing brands, 


some local musicians and clubs, and I have some 


projects in mind like a local magazine about 


design, music, lifestyle, etc. and also my own 


clothing brand.


I think I’m a optimistic person, really happy with 


myself and I feel so lucky for those around me!!


What were you just doing?


I’m making a costume for a costumes party with 


my friends!!


Where do you find inspiration?


I think in my case, I don’t look for inspiration, 


occurs inversily, inspiration founds me. When 


I start working on something, the inspiration 


comes to me acording to my moods. When I feel 


very happy or very sad, appears inspiration and 


I start working.


Moreover, my work is influencied by thinks I love, 


like nature, music, lifestyle, etc.
My favourite... 


My favourite all is she...


Álvaro Cabeza


CAP·388
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MY 
FRIENDS  
AT  
NIGHT 


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I’m Daria. I have a cat, a clock and I’m trying to 


keep up with what’s going on.


I love illustrating stories, my favourite books and 


occasionally my dreams. I find that the best way 


to express my emotions is by means of pencils 


and pens. Sometimes it’s too difficult to explain 


or it is simply unnecessary.


What were you just doing?


Trying to think of a clever answer to your 


questions whilst drinking tea (which is my  


full-time job)


Where do you find inspiration?


It often lurks in my room. somewhere in the 


wardrobe between the green dress and the 


blue cardigan. Things that inspire me are  


animals, trees, books, travelling, people- 


watching and theatre. My favourite... 


My favourite things come from the books  


by Lewis Carroll, Oscar Wilde, Susanna Clarke,  


Neil Gaiman, well.. too many to mention.. I owe 


these people a lot for continually nurturing  


my imagination.


Daria Hlazatova
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HONG 
KONG 
NEW 
WORLD


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I’m multidisciplinary artist, I make numeric 


collages since 2004, I like the uncommon 


associations this media allow. I also paint  


and I draw.


What were you just doing?


Basically I need strong emotions to get inspired,  


I don’t find inspiration when it is quiet around 


me. Working on my art gives me a lot of 


inspiration too as well as web 2.0.


Where do you find inspiration?


Answering my emails!


My favourite... 


“My favorite place...is close to you” 


Matilde Perrusclet
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UNTITLED


Tell us briefly about you and your work


It’s my aim to create photographical substance using a minimum  


of technical devices. 


I work with photography because it gives a clear picture of the 


moment, but also shows it’s own kind of reality. People may find 


their own truth in pictures they love or hate. 


Good photography always hits the heart and soul of people. 


What were you just doing?


Inspiration can be found everywhere on coincidence.


Big inspirations are always the sea, dark streets, travels and 


individual persons.


Where do you find inspiration?


Walking home with my fourteen month old son Jakob. 


My favourite... 


book is “L’isola del giorno prima” from Umberto Eco.


Martin Stefan Merl
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Do you have an artist’s statement?


I don’t consider myself an artist, therefore I don’t have an artist’s statement.
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If you don’t consider yourself an artist, how do you view what you do?


Obsession. With a touch of inadequacy.


It’s about a sense of belonging, a sense of being. It’s about the beautiful, the ugly, the 
mundane, and the wondrous. It’s about grounding, not flight.
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How & why did you become interested in photography?


The how is far too mundane to be interesting, something along the lines of Sunday 
Parade newspaper inserts and National Geographic. I wasn’t consciously exposed  
to much art when I was young, as it wasn’t valued by those around me.


The physics, chemistry, and mechanics of photography also fascinated me, I’m sure.


Why? If I can answer that question, I probably won’t need photography. I do or  
I don’t. I need to or I don’t feel the urge at all. Lately it’s been don’t and don’t feel the 
urge at all.


It probably has more to do with processing through issues within myself than 
anything else.
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Is it the process that drives you then, not the outcome?


It’s always the process. Not just in the act of taking the photo, but also the time it 
takes for a Polaroid to develop, for digital files or film to sit in the camera for days, 
weeks, months.


It’s about framing the same image in your mind over and over again but never 
releasing the shutter. It’s about making the same image over and over, taking comfort 
in the familiarity and experiencing it anew.


The outcome is almost always highly disposable and hardly ever mine.
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Disposable?


I had some deeper thoughts on this the other day but didn’t write them down.


I have the very human urge of assigning meaning and significance to items and events 
more than I should.


In photography especially, there is very little that I can claim as my own. Even if  
I never show an image to another person, that image doesn’t belong to me.


Disposable not in the sense that I don’t care. I care very much. Disposable in the sense 
that in the scale of human experience, these images can be lived and re-lived, told and 
re-told in many other ways, by many different beings.
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To be honest, I haven’t heard many artists talking about their work as a ‘relationship’. 
Maybe building a relationship with others, but not onewith themselves. Is that 
perhaps why you don’t necessarily view yourself as an artist?


If I considered myself an artist, I think I would have an even deeper relationship with  
my work. I would think my work is almost indistinguishable from life itself.


The question of whether what I produce has any artistic value or is considered art is  
a separate one from whether I consider myself an artist or not. The former is for others  
to decide for themselves, the latter is my choice, and mine alone.
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


I was born in Dublin, Ireland and still live there. I’m a self-taught photographer. 
In 2009 I set up SuperMassiveBlackHole, Ireland’s first international online 
photography magazine. 


The work presented here is called “End of Time” and was shot on the island of 
Santorini, off Greece. According to archaeological evidence found at many of 
Santorini’s ancient sites, it is believed the island hosted an important civilization 
around 3600 BC.


Santorini was victim to an enormous volcanic eruption in 1500 BC. The 
eruption was so powerful that many consider it to be the main cause of the 
destruction of the great Minoan civilization on the nearby island of Crete. 


As a result of the eruption, the centre of Santorini sank, and the many 
earthquakes that followed destroyed a big part of the rest of the island, creating 
what appears to be a small island within an island. Some say the destruction  
of the island and the legend of Atlantis are connected.


Where do you find inspiration?


I find inspiration in a lot of things but mainly in history. This comes out a lot 
through TV documentaries, newspapers and internet articles. I have always 
been interested in history as a subject, and I think revisiting past events or 
mythologies is always a good way of finding a clear vision for the future. I have 
to say I also regularly find inspiration in other artists’ work on the internet.  
I’d be lost without the internet. 


What were you just doing?


I have been working on new works and in particular a new series called 
“Chambre du Roi” which uses French monarchical rites and symbolism to 
reflect on the idea of the Luciferian spirit. It is really about metamorphoses.


My favourite…


My favourite two photographs at the moment are “Albino” and “Rhino in fog” 
from the series “Resonance” by the Belgian photographer Geert Goiris. I had 
never really considered animals as valid subject matter, or at least as being 
equivalent to the objects I photographed before; but seeing these two images 
within that series has since inspired me to look again. 


end of time
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


I don’t like talking about myself. You can see 
all of me on my pictures. 


Where do you find inspiration?


It can be both inspiration or absence of it. 
When it’s empty in my head or where it is… 
it’s also a motivation to show it on pictures. 
Hard to say what exactly inspires me. People 
mostly. There are all so different and each of 
them has a whole universe inside. You can see 
it if you look in their eyes.


What were you just doing?


I’ve been laughing a lot lately. Laughing, 
smiling, crying…so many things are 
happening to me just now. I like it so much.


What do you have planned for the future?


Well… i’m going to smoke a cigarette now.  
I don’t know what’s gonna happen next.


lisa summer untitled
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


I’m currently a freshman at the Maryland 
Institute College of Art. I’m majoring  
in photo and planning on concentrating 
in book arts and minoring in creative 
writing. The three really go hand-in-
hand, I think. I’m interested in people and 
emotions, relationships (of all kinds).  
I like the cinematic image—capturing  
a moment. I also use a lot of natural light. 
I really lucked out with my dorm room; 
we get beautiful light through the 
windows in the afternoon.


Where do you find inspiration?


Everywhere. I always keep up-to-date 
with the many blogs and people I follow 
on Google Reader, Tumblr, Twitter, 
and the like. I read a lot of books and 
magazines, sitting with a stack in Barnes 
and Noble, taking notes. I’ve also been 
interested in fashion since I was in 
middle school, so I pay attention to new 
collections and designers. I don’t think 
there’s anything I can’t derive some form 
of inspiration from.


What were you just doing?


I just got back from a MICA-organized 
panel where Abdi Farah, Jaclyn Santos, 
and John Parot from Work of Art talked 
about their work before, during, and since 
the show. Then I walked around campus 
with my camera for a bit, got a cup of tea, 
and now I’m in my dorm finishing up a bit 
of work before I head to dinner.


What do you have planned for the future?


Right now I’m studying photography 
in Baltimore at the Maryland Institute 
College of Art. While I have a strong 
sense of the type of images I create,  
I’m still learning as a photographer.  
I’m planning a bit of traveling in the near 
future, hoping to expose myself and my 
work to new situations and people. I look 
forward to new experiences.


nina perlman / when 
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


Well, my name is Mariela, 22 years old. I’m from 
Argentina, currently living alone in the city to work and 
study. My work is about transformation, I like to capture 
things and people like they are, and how they are to me, at 
the same time (that’s why I work with multiple exposures). 
I find it hard to believe that there’s ’one reality’, I think 
everything is a product of the personal perception: the 
world, universe, whatever, is a certain perception.


Where do you find inspiration?


I find inspiration looking at: ’What is visible is only the set 
of images that the eye creates looking. The reality is visible 
to be perceived’ (John Berger).


What were you just doing?


I was listening to music, relaxing…wishing to have a giant 
pizza near to me, haha.


What do you have planned for the future?


There’s no things planned for the future, or near future. 
Strangely, I’m leaving my fate to the spontaneity, but, I 
think that something like travelling, and more studying, 
would be the most rewarding things to continue.
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


I am a New York City based photographer 
and PhD student in the Political Science 


Department of the New School for Social 
Research. My academic research and 


photographic work explores how technologies 
mediate, shape and transform social life.


Where do you find inspiration?


In moments of change…


What were you just doing?


ORD -> LGA


My favourite…


girl … Sophia May.
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


Principally I am a social documentary 
portraitist. Sometimes this is realised 


collaborating with people on the fringes 
of community, documenting their lives, 


experiences and thoughts. At other times I 
work pro bono in unison with local charities 


as a means to enable their causes further. 


Where do you find inspiration?


Every person I meet.


What were you just doing?


Making coffee - it’s 5:30am here.


 What do you have planned for the future?


About to embark on a voluntary long term 
project with a local YMCA documenting all 
aspects of their work and the lives of those 


they help. Further magazine and feature work, 
completing a self publish book, collaborations 


with local artists and continued still image, 
video documentation and interviews with 


people for the "Market town" series.


  market town
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


I’m a freelance photographer based in Beijing, China. 


About this series, our internal perceptual system are similar to 
the universe, both have a cycle regularity, like the biorhythm. 
In the socialized life, we hidden the biggest part of emotions, 
and used to ignore the ego, as ignoring the universe. I use a 
transparent astronomy pix cover on the light, made the spots 
are really match the real stars.


Where do you find inspiration?


Once I read an article about solar beat and seasonal 
phenomena of the universe, I realized that as an average person 
I always ignore a lot of amazing things, why? Because we’re 
accustomed to the daily life, in this behaviour pattern, we even 
ignore our egos. Then I tried to connect human’s emotion and 
the universe, and express by a visual form.


What were you just doing?


I was watching the morning news on TV.


 What do you have planned for the future?


Get marry and join a MDC organization. 


cedric yon the private universe
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


My name is Giordano Poloni, I’m a thirty 


year-old italian guy. Unfortunately I’m a lazy 


dreamer, so a waste the most of my time 


in other worlds. When I come back to the 


earth, in Milan, I usually work as editor and 


motion graphic designer making commercials 


and music videos. I studied direction at the 


university, but I’ve immediately realized that 


I didn’t like it so much so I started to make 


another kind of direction with the motion 


graphic.


I love all the visual arts, and I’ve tried to learn 


the most of them, now I combine them, mixin’ 


direction, photography, motion graphic and 


illustration to create my works.


I prefer 2d animation cause I still love drawing 


on paper, but the most of my work is made 


with a computer. I usually draw paper sketches 


and then I bring’em to life with my Mac. I think 


it could be a good compromise.


I often switch from motion graphic to 


illustration just not to bore myself.


My secret dream is to draw my own comics, 


but I’m too lazy, as I said, so I have to content 


myself with illustration.  


What were you just doing?


I just finished to have a breakfast, hot tea and 


a chocolate croissant (I love breakfats time!), 


now I’m going to make my morning stuff.


Where do you find inspiration?


I’m a comic lover, so they are my first source 


of inspiration. I love how artists as Chris Ware 


and Gipi use the colors and the light, even 


[though they] have very different styles. I also 


love how Gipi uses common subjects taken 


from daily situations, and I think the same 


thing about the work of Adrian Tomine. 


With regard to the illustration I really love the 


art directon of “The New Yorker” , I’m often 


inspired by its covers.


Generally talkin’ about aesthetic, colors and 


“frame” composition, I draw inspiration from 


fashion photographers, I compose illustrations 


with “spalsh” of colors and light, without 


outlines and specific details ( as you can see I 


usually don’t draw the face),


Movie scenes, music videos and commercials 


are a big source of inspiration for my subjects. 


I haven’t a favourite genre so it depends 


on what i’m feeling in a specific moment, 


everything should be good to start thinkin’ 


about a new illustration.


My favourite... 


My favourite comics are Watchmen, David 


Boring by Daniel Clowes and “Epileptic” by 


David B.


Illustration artists: James Jean and 


Alessandro Gottardo


Books: No One Belongs Here More Than You 


by Miranda July; Eleven Kinds of Loneliness 


by Richard Yeats; Oggi stesso sarai con me in 


paradiso by Giorgia Bonazzi


Directors: F.F. Coppola, Paolo Sorrentino, 


Nanni Moretti and of course, I don’t want to 


forget the ingenous tv series “Lost” 


Photographers Jean Loup Sieff, Jamie Nelson


Music: Yeah I kown, time goes by, but I still 


love Nirvana (and I don’t want to write the 


endless list of my favourite bands)


Giordano Poloni Morning Stuff
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


My concerns send back to the limits of our 


body, what recovers from the unspeakable, 


from the non-formulated. I’m attracted by the 


silence of the non-communicable. Questions 


of these works are multiple and show the 


fragility of the life, the thread which drift 


away from us. This work lets glimpse a kind 


of quest of the fathomless of being. Theses 


representations are loaded with references 


to disorders, to intimate regressions and  


to contemporary fears.


What could I say about me?


I’m not this kind of sad person, contrary to 


what could let understand my images. I surely 


have a melancholic and nostalgic bottom, 


and I’m always a little hung on my musing. 


I’m not sad but I put all my sensibility and 


my curiosity in my images. I’m intrigued and 


seduced by what is hidden, what is not visible. 


Then, I need to live something particular with 


my subjects, to be close to them.


What were you just doing?


I’m just back to Paris. I was in Kiev, particular 


city, which completely seduced me. I was 


invited by the French Institute to attend 


the private viewing of the exhibition I [am]


participate in. I made beautiful discoveries. 


And otherwise, I’m also spirit to work several 


new series that I’m not sure to show one day. 


And I leave Paris in a few days, to reach an 


artist I’m going to work with, in Lyon.


Where do you find inspiration?


I find inspiration in the experiment, the 


intimacy, by what is buried in the private 


sphere. In fact it what touches me, is all which 


seems ambiguous, which lets me free create 


me stories or which instigates my curiosity.  


I’m inspired by my circle of acquaintances,  


by their fault, by having real human contact 


with my subjects; by details, by places full  


of memories, forests, silences, reflections  


of lights…and chocolate!


I watch a lot of movies and read theorists’ 


books too. Inspiration is a word which can 


bring long debates. We can rather say that  


it results from my questionings.


My favourite... 


moment is when my family and circle of 


friends prepares me a surprises birthday 


party, and when they have difficulties in 


keeping the secret. I like seeing their efforts, 


their enjoyment and standing about. I love 


them. I talk about a very recent fact.


Elise Boularan Indefini Moi
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


I like documenting situations I feel in everyday 


life by taking a photo.


Photographs can turn them in little treasures 


which I can give to other people.


This makes me happy.


What were you just doing?


+


Where do you find inspiration?


nature. motion. love.


My favourite... 


drink is beer.


Marius Rehmet Untitled
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


I’m an art director by day and owner  


of 9 cameras by night (and weekends).  


I’m completely untrained so it’s taken me  


a while to figure out what I’m doing. But  


I love the process of photography. For me  


it’s completely emotional and instinctive. 


What were you just doing?


Munching one cheese and pickle roll – almost 


without chewing (it said ‘no chewing—inhale 


only’ on the packaging—I was merely following 


instructions!)


Where do you find inspiration?


Everywhere and anywhere. I live and work  


in Scotland so I suspect the landscape here 


impacts on the moods of my shots quite  


a lot. My shots have a sombre and melancholy 


quality to them. 


It’s not intentional—it just happens.


My favourite... 


colour is is purple. No blue. No purple.


Susan Anderson Hello, don’t 
hang up
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MATHIEU 
LAMBERT


Tell us briefly about you and your work


This series deals with landscapes specifically  


of suburbs. The photographs purport to portray  


a subjective view of the city through its margin.


City limits are in constant changes expanding and 


retracting. I like the idea of wasted places going 


to living area and, at the opposite I like way nature 


retakes its right in abandoned place. It’s like  


a game. I’m usually alone when I’m taking pictures 


so I find weird to be in the middle of places where 


people will crowd in few weeks/month and never 


get there again the same way I like to enter an old 


abandoned factory, it’s quiet and intense at the 


same time. What happened in my head is a clear 


image of what has or should be these places.


What were you just doing?


I currently work as a freelance graphist as many  


of my friends and I’m doing stuff with French 


Fourch, an independent book and prints publisher 


based in Strasbourg and Montreal. 


Where do you find inspiration?


By getting lost.


My favourite... 


Riding a bike or walk for hours.
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ELEANOR 
LEONNE 
BENNETT


CONEXTION 
(COUNTRY AND 
CITY)


Tell us briefly about you and your work


My name is Eleanor Leonne Bennett, I’m a 14 year 


old wildlife,portrait and contemporary photographer 


and award winning mixed media artist from 


stockport ,cheshire. I was the only person in the 


uk to be placed in national geographics see the 


bigger picture contest and have been exhibited in 


places from Environ in Ireland to the Oxo Gallery in 


London. I never use photoshop and take over 95% 


of my photographs at home.


What were you just doing?


I just found out I was exhibited at the Wrexham 


Science Festival for one of my wildlife pictures  


and I’ve already had three of my entries 


commended in the shoot nations 2010 


competition. Going to do English homework soon.


Where do you find inspiration?


...A lot of the time I find inspiration in the music 


I listen too but other than that I can always find 


peace by just getting outside and taking images 


of whatever I see. It’s important to get away from 


technology now and again and just try to take 


images of people with each other enjoying life. 


I enjoy wildlife photography but recently I’m finding 


more honesty and creativity in street photography 


and of people portraits—it keeps you on your toes, 


you have to adapt to people and their environment.


My favourite... 


My favourite tv show is… Doctor who, I’ve been 


watching since I was nine. When I’m not watching 


that I enjoy music documentaries.
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Tell us briefly about you and your work


I am a professional photographer. I live at the edge 


of the Neandertal near Duesseldorf, Germany. 


In contrast to my job, I consciously generate my 


liberal art without a preconceived concept. 


Coincidence and spontaneous impressions are 


parts of the working process.


I am fascinated by plant structures, the paradox 


of natural order, manifesting in seemingly chaotic 


forms and rank growth.


What were you just doing?


I was trying to make my four-year-old daughter 


brush her teeth (a twice-a-day circus act).


Where do you find inspiration?


I try to dig in the subconscious and call up deepest impressions.


Places I am at for the first time inspire me. The Abstract 


Expressionists approach to art. 


Music and literature.


My favourite... 


• Photographer: Robert Frank


• Writer: J. L. Borges


• Duck: Donald
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JEFFREY 
HERRERO


 
 
MY 
INNER 
MIND


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I finished my studies at the superior arts and design 


school of Segovia. With regard to my stile, I like  


to find out and put in practice new techniques, 


mixing the traditional and digital, digital trace 


mixed with watercolour, etc. The best way  


to approach and understand my work is visiting  


my online portfolio.


What were you just doing?


I’m just working in a series of illustrations with  


a fresher design adding watercolor that will soon 


see the light. 


Where do you find inspiration?


Mainly, my inspiration comes from the little things 


around me. We must add to this all the things that 


turn on passionate feelings on me, like fashion, 


cinema or music.


My favourite... 


to let watercolour run over the paper
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MARCIANO


 
COLLECTIVE 
STICKINESS


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I am an illustrator, illustrating my own dreams and 


fears. Drawing is really important for me, like  


a second skin, or like my eyes and teeth. It’s just  


my way of looking at and biting at what is around 


me. I would not be able not to draw. It’s my 


favourite way to express what I feel (and not what 


I think, which is another story). I find life quite 


difficult to bear, a burden and I draw to help me 


bearing this burden. I represent especially faces 


(probably because I feel attracted by people and 


am afraid of them). Everything seems chaotic 


around me—I try to give a shape to what is around 


us, almost invisible. What were you just doing?


Making coffee for breakfast.


Where do you find inspiration?


Everywhere, probably. I let “things” accumulate 


in my mind and inside me and then I draw. I am 


like a blank sheet of paper and I let everything be 


expressed through my pencils.


My favourite... 


My favourite way of living is “moving”, “travelling”. 


My favourite actor  


is Sean Connery (in the old 007 movies). My 


favourite book is probably the last one I read (there 


are too many those I love). Paintings (from old 


masters, Lukas Cranach, Italian Renaissance to 


Mark Rothko and Cy Twombly). And Music is very 


important, Joy Division, a lot of electronica.
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Always use real butter We caugh 230 Perch in one day 5ben hribar







Went through some tough ass shit with that cat You locked us out of the house for an hour so we would play outside 7ben hribar







Thank you for the John Coltrane tape Ali Weed Van Beard Jules Golf Clubs Guns Gold Baseball Clown Shoe 9ben hribar
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Where my dad sleeps. 63karl frankowski







Evening sky over my dad’s room the night he tells me he is dying.
(He lives two more days.) 65karl frankowski
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Brock Van Wey
a k a bvdub







you should love your history. And I definitely love 
myself. In fact, the majority of my ex-girlfriends can 
attest that I love myself too much. Wait, that sounded 
weird. You know what I mean.


Anyway, sorry. Bit of a sidetrack there.


I DJed deep house, deep techno, and ambient 
for crowds of 2 to 2,000 in both Northern and 
Southern California from about 1992-2002. After 
becoming completely fed up with the direction the 
“underground” electronic music scene (which was 
anything but after 1996, tops) had taken here in the 
Bay Area, I sold off every last one of the 7,000 + records 
I owned (the worst mistake of my life, I know) and 
moved to China in the beginning of 2002 to basically 
put the last few years of heartbreak the scene had 
inflicted behind me. 


I made a few mixes in the years after my return  
(old habits die hard), and then at the very end of  
2006 finally caved in to years of pressure from one  
of my best friends Joel to start making my own  
music, which he insisted was the ultimate end I 
needed to reach. I always thought making my own 
music would rob my love of its romance and magic, 
but was surprised to find it had the exact opposite 
effect. In fact, it completely rekindled everything  
I had believed in, loved, and fought for, for what’s  
now going on 17 years.


I make the music I love and feel, and that which says 
everything I can’t with words, which for me, is deep 
techno, ambient techno, and ambient. Of course 
others will have their own definitions of what I make, 


It’s I who should thank you…so thanks.


I’m Brock Van Wey, and musically I go by bvdub. 
Contrary to popular misconception, the “dub” in  
my moniker has nothing whatsoever to do with  
dub techno, or dub music, nor has it ever. I’ve been 
using it for 14 years, and it is merely an abbreviation 
of the “W” in “Wey.” I used to work at a pizza place  
in San Diego in the mid-90s, where one of my 
coworkers started calling me “bvdub” instead of 
“bvd,” and for some reason it stuck. I adopted the 
name throughout a large part of my DJ life, and, 
obviously, still to this day.


I live in San Francisco ca, and was born and raised 
here in the San Francisco Bay Area. Though I was born 
here in San Francisco, I was raised since day two in 
Livermore, a small city about 45 minutes away. Some 
will probably wonder why I note that, since a) it’s not 
a city of real noteworthy acclaim (a lot of people in the 
Bay Area don’t even know exactly where it is), and b) a 
lot of people probably don’t care. But it’s a big part of 
who I am. I used to be ashamed of it and hate it when I 
was younger, as I saw it as some pointless hick town, 
but when I got older, I realized that a lot of who I am 
is rooted in where I’m from. It’s just an average (very) 
small city, but it’s an unpretentious, regular people 
sort of place. And especially living in San Francisco, 
the capital of pretentious posers, I cling to those 
roots more than ever. I think it’s important to always 
remember where you come from, because like it or 
not, it’s a huge part of who you are. Hardly anyone in 
this city is from here, and most everyone who isn’t 
seems to forget where they’re from, which is not only 
annoying as hell, but a big shame. If you love yourself, 


Brock, thanks for taking the time 
to talk with me. For those of our 
readers who haven’t heard your 
music or you, could you give us 
your introduction?
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Sadly I have to say you just 
finished off a number of questions 
I was planning for a follow up, but 
thankfully you didn’t hit the one 
that I really wanted to ask: 


You talked a bit about place/
location/home. Many of your 
releases (most notably the two 
most recent on your imprint 
Quietus) deal specifically with 
certain locations, and I’m curious 
how these, and other, ‘location’ 
(the Bay Area, China) influence  
the music you are creating.


but that’s what I call it. As long as people feel where 
it’s coming from, they can call it whatever they want. 
Well, except dub techno. Because for the love of god, 
it’s not dub techno, no matter how many people want 
to call it that.


I’ve been incredibly fortunate to have gained an 
amazing and true family of people who appreciate 
what I make, and my reasons for making it. So I 
have to say thanks to them…without them, I surely 
wouldn’t have the heart to carry on.


Oops.,. sorry. I guess it was inevitable with my 
prattling on…


The concept of location is integral for Quietus. When 
I first thought of creating the label, the idea was to 
make releases that contained both a visual and audio 
element, each of which represented the other, and 
embodied their counterpart in every way…at least 
as far as how I saw it, anyway. I didn’t want this to be 
achieved through some random coincidence, like if 
I had some cool photo laying around that ended up 
looking good or going with the music, but instead 
very deliberately, by taking all photos specifically for 
the release at hand. I wanted each release to serve as a 
sort of an audible and visual postcard for those who 
received it…with a photo (and for those that have the 
releases, they know they are indeed actual photos) 
that could accompany the music, so while they 
listened, they could kind of be transported to that 
place, like I was.


The idea was to give a visual representation to what 
the music meant to me in my own head, which could 
only be accomplished by taking the photos with the 
actual music in my ears at the time…which is exactly 
how they are done. For Quietus 001 and 002, both 
releases were loaded into some headphones, before I 
set out on a (pretty much) all-day excursion out into 
the world, to capture the image akin to the picture the 
music already painted in my head (in the case of 002, 
which was Quantec’s, I of course could only speak for 
what his music painted for me, not what he intended 
it to portray originally). In this way, someone who 
bought the release could see exactly what I did at that 
moment, when the audio and visual came together. It 
didn’t just have to be something in my own head, or 
my own memory. It was something we could share.


Not surprisingly, the photos for 001 and 002 both 
ended up being taken in San Francisco’s Sutro Park, 
a remote park that few people go to, which is located 
directly on a cliff where the city and everything else 
literally drops away at the cliff’s edge, and all that’s 
left is ocean, for as far as the eye can see. It has always 
been my favorite place in San Francisco, and has 
always been where I go to find peace, and get my head 
together when it starts to wander astray, which it 
often does. It is one of the most special places in the 
world to me. And so in that way, people who got  
the CD and photo could see a glimpse of that place, 
and that moment in time that not only meant a lot  
to me and my life, but was where the music they  
were listening to led me, and hopefully in their 
minds, would lead them as well. I know, it’s starting 
to sound kind of like some hippied-out Astral 
Projection thing, sorry.
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[Quietus releases] 003 and 004 were both taken  
in China, which as anyone who knows me knows  
is another integral part of my life, and a place that 
holds meanings for me far beyond what I could 
possibly describe (and no, that’s not some mystical 
spiritual journey type talk, a lot of those meanings 
are not good ones, but good or not, they are forever  
a part of me)…


Without going on about it too much, I basically 
lived there for 2 years in the time I sought to escape 
the world I knew, which was mostly centered in and 
around electronic music, as I mentioned before. 
Though I have a real love-hate relationship with that 
place, China is not only a place I return to several 
times a year, and one with which I am forever 
irrevocably intertwined in countless ways, from the 
Chinese language  to my own personal history, but 
one that is the only other thing on the planet I can 
think of that ever held (and in some ways still holds) 
ideals and dreams in the same way that electronic 
music always did. So in the end, it is only natural that 
they would come together in some way.


For years I dreamed of living there—a dream largely 
fueled by flights of fancy and unrealistic, idyllic 
ideals that cloud a lot of people’s vision when 
dreaming of such an endeavor, I guess. Absolutely 
none of those ideals or dreams came to reality when 
living there…but strangely enough, it is because  
they never came true that it means even more to  
me. I guess it forever remains a monument to the  
fact that ideals and dreams are just that…and though 
they will likely never come true, without them, life 
would lose all meaning. In fact it was in China that 


someone I knew said to me, “It’s better to dream of 
places you wish you were, and leave it at that. Because 
if you were to actually go where you wished you were, 
you’d only wish you had never made it there.” I never 
forgot those words.


And so, the pictures for 003 and 004 were both taken 
during return trips, and, like 001 and 002, were 
taken with the actual music from the release in my 
headphones at the time…something that is very 
important to me, and a ritual I would simply not be 
willing to forgo. But unlike the first 2, which were 
concrete images of abstract ideas I had in my head 
before, the photos for 003 and 004 were the specific 
location and exact image I already had in my head 
for a long time…years, in fact. And so when I had the 
opportunity to create a release around that image 
that I had long held in my mind, and then return and 
take the exact photo of that scene, there was no way I 
was going to pass that up, even though the journey to 
reach both locations was honestly far from easy. Both 
locations were ones that held meanings and ideals for 
me that I can hardly put into words. And I must say, 
both times were two of the most surreal occurrences 
of my life…a very “complete circle” kind of thing that 
words can’t do justice to.


As far as my present location and/or surroundings 
influencing the music I make I’d say for the most part 
I make the music I do in spite of where I live, rather 
than because of it. In fact, I’d say 90% of people who 
hear my music and then learn where I’m from are 
quite shocked. They usually expect me to be from 
Northern Europe or something, and I can’t say I would 
guess differently if I were them. But when you’re 
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So, in a way you are creating 
music that to you may represent 
a real place, but in another sense 
represents a sort of utopia (using 
the original definition; a ‘nowhere’ 
place) for your listeners? I guess 
what I’m trying to get at is that 
while you have been and lived in 
these places, I (and many of your 
other listeners) haven’t. Where 
do these two points meet? Is it 
important to you if they do? Does 
it really matter (overall)?


as much of a misanthropic hermit I am, maybe it 
doesn’t matter where you’re from. And one thing’s for 
sure, my head is never where the rest of me is. But in 
another sense, I’m proud to represent another side 
of San Francisco and the Bay Area, and to be able to 
remind people that not everyone here only listens to 
80s hits and Tiesto.


Well in some ways I want listeners to be where I’ve 
been…but in many cases, that really takes on as 
much of a “space” thing as it does “place,” as it could 
easily be an emotional state or moment, which 
is kind of more of a “space” thing, as it is much 
more amorphous. However, for me, every emotion 
I experience or remember, though by definition 
abstract, is tied to a specific memory of a physical 
scene or place I was in or seeing at the time. So for 
me, the concrete and abstract are tied together, and in 
wanting someone to be able to experience an emotion 
I’m trying to describe through a track, I guess ideally 
I wish they could somehow know the place or scene 
I associate with it as well, though of course I know 
that’s not possible. But I guess that’s the weird 
subjective beauty of music.


Your mention of a utopia is right on the money. 
It’s often about a sort of utopia; a place that doesn’t 
exist, where I could capture past happiness, or the 
dreams of a future one; a place or time I could say the 
words I never got to say, or somehow leave behind 
thoughts and memories that I unfortunately let 
haunt me, and which create what is often a dystopia 
in my head. Sometimes it’s about remembering my 


dreams of such a utopia and the happiness it holds, 
and sometimes it’s more about forgetting, and frankly 
wishing I never remembered anything, with a clean 
slate and a new life. Sometimes, if only for a short 
time, my music can help me reach that place. Maybe 
a utopia is a place where all those are possible, where 
you can exist in a brand new beautiful world, but can 
only appreciate it through your knowledge of the one 
you’ve left behind. Even though supposedly you’ve 
forgotten it. Right? Yeah.


Sometimes it is about a specific place I was, where, 
as you said, the listener hasn’t been. But just as it’s 
about that place, it’s also about what I felt when being 
there…and often my feelings weren’t even a result of 
the place itself, but it just happened to be the place 
I associate them with, as it happened to be where I 
was at the time. But I don’t think the listener has to 
have been to that place to feel what I felt, or at least a 
glimpse of it, which in the end, is really all I can ask. 
Music has always been a bizarre mix of escapism and 
stark introspection for me, so I guess that duality is 
kind of reflected not only in my intentions behind 
making music, but my relatively unclear answer to 
your question.


Some tracks have to do with my association with a 
place that I’ve actually been, but other times, it’s really 
just purely about an emotion, and an imaginary place 
it creates for me in my own head. And since I myself 
haven’t even been there, I guess I can’t expect someone 
else too, though I of course hope they can at least 
sense the idea behind it. And frankly, sometimes it’s 
just about a pure emotion or time in my life, and the 
place really isn’t important, at least I don’t expect it 
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paying no attention, and was lost in thought looking 
around on my own.


I remember a guy next to me asked, “Don’t you want to 
listen to the guide about the history of this place?” To 
which I responded, “No, I’d rather imagine my own.”


And it was true. It really only mattered what it meant 
to me, and what I imagined had happened there. 
I guess in the same way, music is like that place. 
Someone can listen to one of my tracks, and maybe 
they will somehow stumble across the same emotion 
I felt, the same story I’m trying to tell, or that same 
place I was. Or maybe they’ll just write their own 
history for it. And at the end of the day, I can’t really 
say one is better than the other. Strangely enough, the 
latter is probably even better than the former.


Well I wouldn’t blame you if you called it a concept… 
or at least “conceptual,” which is a nice euphemism 
for “unintelligible.”


As you would probably imagine, describing how one 
goes about building something as abstract as music 
from something even more abstract, like an emotion 
or vision, is about as easy as describing… well, 
something that’s not easy to describe.


I wouldn’t say I have a particular aesthetic I’m pulled 
towards before I set out to make something, but I 
do have a general idea of what I want the track to be 
before I sit down to make it, not only in the tone I 
want it to take, but also structurally, like whether 
it needs to be ambient, offbeat, more 4/4, etc. To 
me, different emotions and visions translate to 


While I don’t want to call your 
explanation a ‘concept’ per se, 
how do you build your track from 
these emotions/visions? is there 
an audio aesthetic you feel pull 
towards, or is it new, clean slate 
every time?


to be to anyone but me. Wow, this answer just keeps 
getting clearer and clearer, huh?


I don’t think it was until the last few years that the 
concept of “place” really entered into my thoughts, 
when I realized that all the emotions I’ve felt over 
time, all the joys and sadness I remember, really are 
each tied to a specific physical place that I associate 
them with, some for reasons I understand, and some  
I don’t. I think it wasn’t until I became more interested 
in taking photos of where I’ve been in recent times 
(up until about 6 years ago or so, I never took pictures 
of anything, no matter where I went, even if I was 
somewhere I knew I would never be again). I guess 
later, when I looked at those photos, and all those 
emotions and memories came flooding back at  
a simple glance, I realized how important that 
concept of “place” really was, and how much it 
actually meant to me.


But for me, “place” is what I make it in my own head, 
rather than what it probably really is, which isn’t 
surprising, as I am so engulfed in my own thoughts 
most of the time that I can barely keep a simple grip 
on reality. Not to beat the China thing in the ground 
(I guess it comes up so much because that was a time 
in my life that I gained so many realizations about 
myself and what a lot of things meant to me), but I 
am reminded of a time I hadn’t ever thought of again 
until this moment. I remember I was on a tour with 
only a couple other people that took me through 
this little town that was just amazing…all built on 
a complex series of little rivers and canals, and one 
of those idyllic places I could dream all day about 
disappearing into. As our guide was talking, I was 
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like, etc. Of course I hope people will like it (otherwise 
I wouldn’t let anyone hear it), but honestly, whenever 
I finish a track, I have no idea if people will like it or 
not. So it’s always an awesome surprise if they do.


For those who have been listening to electronic music 
for some time, or for those who haven’t, but like to dig 
back a few years, it’s probably no surprise that I take 
a massive amount of influence from my history with 
early to mid-90’s ambient and deep house, as well as 
mid-to late 90’s idm (or “electronica,” or whatever it’s 
supposed to be called nowadays), and early 90’s trance 
(actual trance, before all the drumrolls, which was 
pretty much gone by 1994). I think in at least some 
abstract way, all of those elements are represented in 
every track I make. But though every track I’ve loved 
in the past somehow influences me now, they never 
do so consciously, in the sense that I never sit down 
with the intention of making anything that sounds 
like anyone else, or anything else I’ve heard. But to 
say there’s not a massive amount of subconscious 
influence would be as ludicrous as it would be 
ignorant.


I guess it’s as simple as this: emotions and visions 
get stuck in my head to the point that I can’t get them 
out no matter how hard I try; and at that point, they 
start to take form as music which I start to associate 
with them… like an imaginary soundtrack. And 
getting it out into a format others can listen to and 
hopefully relate to is my way of either hoping to share 
something beautiful, or my own way of trying to let 
a piece of me go that I wish I could forget. A massive 
majority of my tracks are my attempts at putting 
pain, regret, sadness, and disappointment behind me 


completely different kinds of structure. But though 
the basic framework of what I want to express is 
already playing in a continuous loop in my head 
before I sit down (pretty much any track I make has 
already been looping in my head for days on end), it 
inevitably evolves and changes as I get deeper and 
deeper into the track, and one idea brings up another, 
and I all I can do is go along for the ride.


From the first time I began listening to electronic 
music half a lifetime ago, there wasn’t a single 
track I ever heard that meant something to me or 
resonated with me that didn’t bring up a distinct 
and unchanging vision in my mind, whether it be a 
memory of the past, or a completely imagined present 
or future. That’s never stopped, and I think that’s why 
it is so natural for me to have very specific ideas in 
how I want to make something when I try to create 
an audible representation of those visions, and the 
emotions involved. Why certain visions or emotions 
represent themselves in certain ways musically or 
vice versa is something I guess I really can’t explain, 
as I really don’t know myself. But I think when you 
stick to those visions of your own, and your music is 
truly personal, you create your own aesthetic, really. 
So in the end I get pulled toward my own aesthetic, I 
guess. If that makes any sense.


But it’s a clean slate every time. I never sit down to 
make a “this kind” or “that kind” of track. It’s just 
whatever’s in my head. I think keeping myself so 
removed from the music “scene” allows me the 
freedom to go in whatever direction I feel like, and 
wherever my heart takes me, with no worries about 
whether it’s something people are listening to, will 
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more information http://www.bvdub.org/ 
http://www.quietus-recordings.com/


that I wish I could erase, but which are forever there. 
But I think at the same time, they are imbued with a 
sense of hope and beauty as well… both because I find 
beauty in sadness, but also because if one is trying 
to express something that’s hurt them or caused 
them sadness, they do so in the hopes of reaching or 
returning to a happier, more beautiful place. So in the 
end they go hand in hand. And once in a blue moon, 
there’s no sadness at all in my intention for making a 
track, and I just want to share something beautiful, 
or remember a time of hope or joy. But most of the 
time that line is so blurred anyway that I can’t tell the 
difference. Welcome to living inside my head.
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Brock’s short list


 » My apartmentSutro Park (San Francisco)
 » Huzhou (China)
 » Anywhere quiet


 » Fleetwood Mac – Dreams 
 » Sting – Shape of My Heart
 » Cherelle & Alexander O’Neal – Saturday Love
 » Every Sade album ever made
 » Joi + Jorio – I Won’t Waste Your Time
 » Steve Roach – Structures From Silence
 » Thomas Koner – Nuuk (Driftworks disc 1) 


 » Shui Zhu Rou (boiled pork…a super spicy  
Sichuan dish)


 » Anything else that makes you cry it’s so spicy
 » Burritos Burritos Burritos
 » My dad’s apple pie


Places 
 
 
 
Records / Songs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dishes
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Christie Ann Young Untitled


I’m an art director raised in Texas and now 


living in Brooklyn. I work with photography 


because I like the balance of observation and 


participation, and reconciling between the 


two if not to find new understanding then to 


reinterpret it. Lately, the notion of emergence 


has played a big part in my work—the idea that 


randomness and interaction of small parts 


can lead to something orderly and complex 


and whole. A big part of my interest in this 


is the fact that it’s not enough for individual 


parts to exist, but it’s the interaction of the 


parts from which emergent structures arise. 


For me this is very much about people and 


place and capturing these interactions. 


Tell us briefly about you and your work


Making more coffee. Always more coffee. 


What were you just doing?


I find inspiration in the unobservable, in the 


nature of relationships and the vernacular 


that develops from them. There’s a forced 


consciousness in processing what can’t be 


quantified, both conceptually and physically, 


and for me, a good deal of thought and 


inspiration comes from that place. 


Where do you find inspiration?


My favourite Beach Boys song is “Farmer’s 


Daughter.” Followed by “Lana.” Actually, most 


of Surfin’ USA. My love for Brian Wilson knows 


no bounds.


My favourite... 
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I am currently working on psychology  


of intimacy, friendship, affinity, affection 


between people, which are complex things. 


For instance I experiment communication  


and mind connection when I do a picture  


of somebody, giving a part of him/her hidden 


personality. I try to test that shooting of body 


communication with a person, that I previously 


know only little of her/him, and this must be 


done together without any witness, except the 


camera itself. 


Body and body language is a main part of my 


work and even if my current job is studying 


architecture, it is very exciting and marvelous 


to decipher human behavior, moving and 


living in a given place. 


In a sense, I think this is the right way to do, 


then every communication are necessarily 


based on mutual trust, therefore I don’t want 


to cheat when I’m recording a picture of an 


actual dramatic moment. 


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I am seeking currently into two major goals: 


first my architecture degree and second 


photography art. I have two big projects in 


stand by ready to start. I want to make it big. 


What [are you] doing?


Inspiration comes from a living partner, in  


a specific situation; this experiment is based 


again on the complexity of human psychology 


and this interaction with the rest of the world. 


Inspiration is not predictable it is not random 


neither. Anyway it is poping up and crashing 


or colliding with other souvenir of past 


reference, pictures, ideas and hidden criteria. 


I walk around a lot of pictures website, paper 


printed issues and books. I digest web culture 


in the most interesting way, trying to find; what 


is in it for me and finding it at the end.  


I want verity, trust, real things, raw material but 


relevant and pleasant to behold.


Where do you find inspiration?


My favorite thing is human face. 


I love strange beauty more than other things. 


I think I’m able to look to somebody’s face for 


hours. When I was a little girl, I used to do that 


all the time, fixing somebody. I’m in love with  


a lot of people. I really love them; some of 


them are really amazing. And I’m always 


finding new persons to love! 


My favourite... 


Ludmilla Cerveny How to face reality ?
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At the risk of sounding cliché: Its about 


nowhere. Its about an absence of identity. 


About the difficulty to love and to relate  


to what surrounds us.


Tell us briefly about you and your work


Just a few minutes ago, I was at the café 


around the block from my studio, talking  


with a friend of mine about this film I decided 


to make. My first film.


What were you just doing?


My work seems to revolve around errance.  


To be more precise, it seems to take place 


inside that specific and rare emotional state  


of mind created by errance. The moment 


which somehow permits an extra sensitivity 


towards objects, situations and people that 


surrounds us, during that privileged moment.


Where do you find inspiration?


My favorite moment is when I am dancing like 


crazy with people I love. When words are not 


a necessity, when the brain functions on a 


different level. When exchanges are possible 


without any social filters.


My favourite... 


Gabriel Jones Irhann
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I was born in 1985 in Japan. I currently lives 


and works in Kawasaki.


I wanted to become Web designer, so I 


studied at a professional school in Tokyo after 


graduating from high school.


but I becomes sick of digital design because 


all the work is done by PC.


so I decided to become a painter or illustrator.


I really like sports, I think there is nothing 


more realistic than sports.


but I’m drawing a simple and static picture, 


because it’s not interesting if drawing in usual 


dynamic picture in the sports illustration.


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I’m just drawing. will be exhibit for the group 


show in Cologne.


What were you just doing?


sports magazine, sports news site and Rapha 


products


Where do you find inspiration?


Sports: Cycling race, Triathlon, Football, 


Boxing, Horse racing, Rugby, NBA, MLB,  


NFL, UFC


Sportswear: Nike, Rapha, The North Face


Painters: Jose Parla, Ian Francis, Allison 


Schulnik, Tomokazu Matsuyama, O JUN


Illustrators: Yuta Onoda, Chris Ballantyne


My favourite... 


Yuji Yamada Sports is Everything
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Born in Haifa in 1978, Yaniv Waissa currently lives and works in 
Jerusalem, Israel with his wife. He is a photographer.







3


Peter - First of all I’d like to thank you for supporting me 
over the last 2–3 years that we’ve known each other!


I was born and raise in Haifa,the biggest city in the north 
of Israel. In 2001 I moved to Jerusalem and started my 
Photography and Digital Media studies at the Hadassah 
College. I graduated in 2004 and continued to study 
photography in a post graduate program at the Musrara 
School in 2006-2007.


I’m living in Jerusalem, with my wife Tal, and working 
as a printer at Photo Prisma, one of the most well-known 
photo shops in Jerusalem.


Yaniv - Thank you for taking the time to talk with me. 
While we’ve known each other for a couple of years now, 
would you mind introducing yourself ?


Equivalent I / II







5Equivalent III / IV / V







7Equivalent VI / VII / VIII / IX







Photography is my way to express my feelings and 
thoughts about the world around me. sometimes images 
can “say” what words can’t.


My interest in photography first started when I was  
a child and it came from watching my father, Nissim, 
who used to take pictures in every occasion.


From the way you talk about it, photography has always 
been your passion. Is this the case? Or was there a sort of 
catalyst that pushed you into this direction?


Holga 35 mm
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I think that there are several reasons for the fact that most of my works 
deal in different ways with the connection between the past and the 
present. The first is the reality that I was born into. Most of my family 
was murdered during wwii and left no memory or traces behind. My 
father is a big influence on my work. He photographed for himself, 
places that are changing all the time, in order to preserve our motifs 
of life. I think that I’m trying to perpetuate moments, feelings and 
landscapes that might vanish from our existence. In a way I photograph 
in order to make sure my memories will not be lost, like the memories of 
the family I never knew.


Is this where the nostalgic feel of your photos come from—this 
connection to your past and your father? Or is there something else 
you’re attempting to capture with your works?


The Pilgrimage to Nowhere
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I think that there are several reasons for the fact that most of my works 
deal in different ways with the connection between the past and the 
present. The first is the reality that I was born into. Most of my family 
was murdered during wwii and left no memory or traces behind. My 
father is a big influence on my work. he photograph for him self places that 
are changing all the time, in order to preserve our motifs of life. I think 
that I’m trying to perpetuate moments, feelings and landscapes that might 
vanish from our existence. In a way I photograph in order to make sure 
my memories will not be lost, like to memories of the family I never knew.


Is this where the nostalgic feel of your photos come from? This connection 
to your past and your father? 


Or is there something else you’re attempting to capture with your works?
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Belguim & Berlin / 2010
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Some of my earliest childhood memories involve my dad 
holding the camera, that he always has at hand,  
to the view. He taught me the first steps of photography 
and we still go together to various places. We deal 
with photography in another way but with a lot of 
common. His urge to collect memories (if it family photos, 
landscapes, architectural motifs etc...) is one of my main 
influences. I remember as a child, every year on the last 
day of Chanuka, my dad took a picture of my brother and 
me. Now as an adult and a photographer I understand his 
motive and I deeply honor him for that.


I must say that he, my mother and all my family support 
me all the way and give me the strength to continue in my 
artistic path. I’m sure that they’re proud of my work.


Would you care to talk a bit more about your father?  
What specifically about him pushed you in the direction 
you’ve taken?


Unpublished Works
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Abandoned Army Camp, Haifa 2007


Abandoned Bus Station, Haifa 2007
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In my work I deal with personal and collective memories. Sometimes 
it comes from a personal view and sometimes from a wide view of our 
existence. I try to blur the personal and the collective motifs in order to 
make the viewer get himself info the work.


While you may have covered this in an earlier email, I’d like to ask this another way 
(based on your last answer)—is your work about preserving (or creating) your own 
memories? Your families? Or something larger?


Bridges, Jerusalem 2008







I’m not a political photographer but I believe that my Israeli nationality 
makes people interpret my works in a political subtext.


I must tell that my first year in Jerusalem was very hard because of a few 
terror attacks in cafés near my house, busses and in the streets where  
I work and study. It’s hard to explain the life in Israel to people that don’t 
live here and rely on what they see in the media, but people here lead  
a normal life.


Jerusalem is special city because wherever you look you can see how the 
ancient, the modern, the different religions and people from all around  
the world are intertwined together.


Without getting very political (though I acknowledge that I can’t ask 
this question without political overtones), does living in Jerusalem affect 
your work in any way? You had mentioned that part of your family was 
murdered in the second World War, and that has influenced your work. I’m 
curious as to how the current situation in Israel (though a very different 
scenario, I realize) influences/challenges your work.


Untitled, Beit Hanania 2008 Untitled, Hadera 2008
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I believe that once a work gets published or exhibited it gets 
out of the artists’ control and into the viewers’ jurisdiction. 
I want my works to stimulate the viewer to feel and to 
interpret my works according to his own personal charges.


What, if anything then, would you like us 
to take away from your work?


Palas Hotel, Jerusalem 2005
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TZVI 
TARLOVSKY


RENEWED 
KIBBUTZ— 
VARIABLE 
IMAGES


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I’m Tzvi Tarlovsky, was born in Cordoba, Argentina 


in 1946, and immigrated to Israel in 1972.


I deal with photography many years, study at a few 


famous Israelis photographers-artists and regular 


take part in photographers group by known Israeli 


photographer-artist guidance.


My works are focus on a place – the interaction 


between the human being and his surroundings,  


in the context of social issues.


I’m living and working in Kibbutz Bahan. 


This portfolio is part of a few years project Renewed 


Kibbutz – Variable Images; in it I follow the changes 


at a Kibbutz.


The kibbutz is an original and unique Israeli 


creation – a multi-generation, rural settlement, 


characterized by its collective and cooperative 


community lifestyle, democratic management, 


responsibility for the welfare of each adult member 


and child, and shared ownership of its means  


of production and consumption. The first kibbutz 


was founded 1910. Since then, 273 kibbutzim  


(in Hebrew - plural of “kibbutz”) have spread across 


the face of the country.


The kibbutz movement was established on the 


principle “Each member contributed according  


to his ability; each received according to his needs”. 


In time this principle became eroded. During the 


economic crisis that hampered the Israeli economy 


during the 1980’s, many kibbutzim were deeply 


affected. Kibbutzim also faced a demographic 


crisis, as many members left the community.


Many kibbutzim making structural changes and 


created the “Renewed Kibbutz”, a new socio-


economic model. In this system, the members 


receiving an allowance linked to the person’s work 


contribution and the individual buys all services and 


products. A certain percentage of each member’s 


gross salary is deducted by the kibbutz to cover 


community expenses and for the “security net”. 


A “security net” was set up to protect the “weaker” 


members of the community and to ensure  


a system of mutual guarantee among the members 


in the areas of health, welfare, education, tending 


to those with special needs and pensions funds for 


the retired.


In the past all the works have an equalitarian value. 


Now, many kibbutzim adopted a graded salary 


scale according to the position and the type of 


employment. In consequence, they are works that 


the kibbutz members aren’t ready to make.


To confront the demographic crisis, many 


kibbutzim created the “community neighborhoods” 


- families who are not members of the kibbutz, 


building their home at the kibbutz and take part 


at the social life of the community but not in the 


“security net”. One of the consequences of the new 


rural settlement plan building is that the well-known 


unique kibbutz landscape is disappearing. 


The question is what happens to the self image 


of the kibbutz members witch lean on the old 


definitions and these definitions become different. 


What happens to the human being when the 


images are variable? The human and architectural 


kibbutz landscape is changing and this is the focus 


of my photography project. All the pictures were 


taken at a kibbutz but not one of the photographed 


people are kibbutz members. 


What were you just doing?


Enjoy the Jewish holidays.


My favourite... 


My favorite music is jazz.


Where do you find inspiration?


Picasso said that is recommended when Muse will 


arrive she’ll meet us at work.
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NAVID 
REYHANI NO ID


What were you just doing?


I’m spending final days of my university studying; 


at the same time I’m running to get ready to my 


first personal exhibition. I waste the time too much, 


that’s my habit!


My favourite... 


My favorite movie is Prestige.


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I was born in 1985 in Iran. I live in warm, industrial, 


and polluted city, Ahwaz nowadays. My studying 


in university was in Engineering and Management, 


but more than anything I was engaged with art. 


From the first time that I got camera in my hands, 


I couldn’t put it down. The sense that intermediate 


“creator” or being a “mirror of creation” in 


photography is the most strange and delightful 


senses which satisfy my art temptations. I’m still 


twisting in the cradle of amateur photography and 


I gain experiences. I hope someday I can represent 


the world in my ambitious look.


These years, I have worked on staged images  


where the models were the people which I feel 


can be a good actor for what is my concept of that 


imaginary character.


Where do you find inspiration?


In terms of conceptual and technical, I get most  


of my inspirations from video clips and video arts. 


But the source of my inspirations is coming from 


my childhood. I always have looked at the objects 


and memories that have been with me since  


my childhood as the “most sacred”.
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DANMI LEE
GOLDEN


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I am a girl with many homes. Of Korean decent, 


born and raised in Germany and studying in  


the UK, I enjoy being everywhere and I want to  


be everywhere, everything at once. Photography  


is a way to be just myself; to be what I think, to be 


what I feel and wish for and to capture everyday 


beauty of this world in a few images. Beauty makes 


me happy and I hope to share just that happiness 


with people.


What were you just doing?


I was just packing my bag for tomorrow because 


I am going to go work on a music festival this 


weekend which should be rather interesting though 


tough work, too! Also, I packed a little because  


in a few days I will be off to Korea for a month.  


My summer is finally starting and I cannot wait  


to translate it into pictures.


My favourite... 


My favourite instrument is the French horn. I play 


a few instruments though not the French horn 


and it’s a shame really! I love the strong but soft, 


melodic sound it makes and the French-ness to  


it. Really, I love everything French. It has some sort 


of magic to it that can only come from that country. 


Where do you find inspiration?


In everyday life, in music and my relation to the 


world and my environment. I see inspiration  


in strange faces and interesting places and 


whatever the light is just doing with them in that 


moment. Light is the most important thing for 


perception for me and it really fascinates me how  


it can change a whole scene and how it can change 


how I feel as the one viewing that scene. And then  


I try recreating those feelings in my photos.
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GUTIERREZ 
HAUGEN WE
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What were you just doing?


Geeking out over Apollo 11 pictures of the moon. 


My favourite... 


For whatever reason, I have an incredible fondness 


for anything that has to do with the children’s book 


The Lorax. 


Tell us briefly about you and your work


There was no doubt in my mind as kid that I was 


going to do anything else except take pictures. 


I always thought that I was going to end up as a 


cinematographer in the movies, but I built up the 


idea of L.A. so much in my mind that it was nearly 


impossible for it to live up to my expectations. I 


ended up moving to Oregon a few years later, and 


it was that change that caused me to pick up film 


photography. My current project, We Call It Modern 


Guilt, is an exploration of personal freedoms and 


the promiscuity of life that emerged with the time 


of Kerouac, Ginsberg, Bukowski, and Brautigan. It 


wasn’t until fairly recently that I feel our generation 


discovered that there was something new to add 


and exploded on the national scene. 


Where do you find inspiration?


Oddly enough, a lot of my inspiration comes from 


film noir. Films like Sunset Blvd, the Maltese Falcon, 


and The Big Sleep heavily influenced me while I 


was in film school, and I just adapted that when 


I picked up photography. I’ve recently started to 


drift away from that aesthetic, but it was definitely 


very prevalent in my early pictures. Now my work 


more closely resembles street photography in the 


sense that I use everyday experience as inspiration. 


The difference is that my photos are actually quite 


structured. I used to sit back and wait for things to 


play out, but that’s an incredibly tiring way to work. 


Besides, Portland really isn’t conducive for that. It 


rains far too much. 
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OLGA
RUDYAK


PURE 
BEAUTY


What were you just doing?


Just came from beauty shooting :)


My favourite... 


My favourite piece of art is ..life!


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I am Olga Rudyak, doing fashion photography  


in Saint-Petersburg and Moscow and cooperating 


with magazines, advertising and model agencies, 


designers and music bands.


Why Fashion? Well I like beauty, changes, 


inspirational images, lovely stories and all the  


great work we do in the team with stylists and 


make-up artists.


I love my work and striving for perfection and 


recognizable style.


Would love to collaborate with talanted & inspiring 


people creating beautiful and succesful projects! 


Where do you find inspiration?


Well it goes from travelling and meeting with 


nature, my family and friends give me much energy 


and enrich my emotions, from Sunday coffee in the 


center of morning shiny Saint-Petersburg, I read 


books, journals and blogs in social networks and try 


to find trends from history and lifestories of great 


people, finally I am doing yoga and meditation so 


this is the greatest source of ideas and inspiration!
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YVONETTE_Z
DREAM IS 
A HORSE/ 
REMNANT 
LOSE COLOR


What were you just doing?


I recently was preparing to do a series of new  


prints, on the diversity of materials. There is also 


a photography project. Hope to be completed 


within a month.


My favourite... 


My favourite thing is wandering.


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I’m 21 years old girl from China. I’m a student  


of the department of print-making , China 


Academy of Art.


My cognitionI live on dreams, they are out of tune 


to this world, I depicting them.This is my exit, 


become art of myself. 


Where do you find inspiration?


Maybe my heart just inspired me, a voice has been 


said that looking for an exit. Most of my inspiration 


comes from own life experience and dreams.
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KASIA 
DOLATO UNTITLED


What were you just doing?


Walking my dog. 


My favourite... 


My favourite kind of food is chocolate. Loads  


of chocolate. I’m not fat, though.


Tell us briefly about you and your work


Taking pictures and drawing animals and  


fat people.


Where do you find inspiration?


Dogs, animal books, exotic forests
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JO
CHEUNG


UNTITLED
What were you just doing?


Wasting my morning on YouTube and listening  


to remix versions of The XX which I have 


discovered... I have no I idea where I’ve been for  


the past year!!!!! These guys are simply awesome


My favourite... 


My favourite drink is coffee to get me started for 


the day. And lots of it.


Tell us briefly about you and your work


Hello there, my name is Jo Cheung and I’m  


a freelance illustrator currently living in London.


I’ve always been making collages and everything 


was pretty much made by hand on large sheets  


of paper. I incorporate stickers, found paper, sweet 


wrappers, line drawings, mark making, felt tip pens, 


heavy weight pencils........ it’s all about the process 


of making the image from start to the end, it’s 


a personal journey and experience for the artist. 


Doodles, random messages, shapes, colours have 


always been a big part of my work. The collection 


of material that I keep and use in my art work (yes 


I have tons of paper and stickers from over the 


years!!!) makes my work even more personal and 


makes me happy too. And at the same time  


my work is all about having fun,whimsical, nostalgic, 


playful and I make my animals that I draw with  


a lot of emotion and characterise them with rosy 


red cheeks and hearts for their chests (it is quite 


Care Bears/My Little Pony’s...I love cartoons from 


the 80’s!!!) I am definitely a child at heart and still 


act like one.


I tend not to draw real life as it is, rather to make 


my own interpretation of the world as a fantasy/


dream like environment almost idealistic. I want  


to draw the audience into my own little world that  


I create. Naiive may be ahahaa!!!!


Where do you find inspiration?


Everywhere and everyday I’m discovering 


something new and exciting which I can incorporate 


in my work. It can be anything like a bit of paper 


I’ve found, an unusual technique to make images, 


music, fashion magazines, going around London  


to the quirky vintage shops such as Brick Lane  


or even looking through an old typography book. 
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In May 2011, the 6th Illustrative—the leading international 


festival for contemporary illustration and graphic arts, will 


take place in Berlin again. Artists from all over the world can 


now apply for the festival: Until October 22nd, 2010 they can 


submit works in order to be considered for the Swatch Young 


Illustrators Award. On November 5th, 2010 the nominees will 


be awarded in advance and invited to the “Illustrators Night”, 


a celebration at Direktorenhaus in Berlin.


Further information


www.illustrative.de
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Matthew Szyca U.n.t.i.t.l.e.d.0.0.9.5.


Hi! It’s Matthew here. I’m a young, optimistic, 


polish graphic designer. 


My real adventure with graphic has started  


8 years ago, after I wanted to be an architect.


Now I’m on the 3rd year of my IT studies and 


I’m working as a 2D artist in Playsoft Company. 


I’m creating interfaces on mobile software 


applications, like Apple or Bada OS and I’m  


a freelancer [all] at once...


Tell us briefly about you and your work


Just working, answering for these questions, 


creating a new interface, thinking about new 


projects with my friends, holidays and many 


many others...


What were you just doing?


Hmm.. I think everywhere. When I look in  


a beautiful eyes of my girlfriend, when I walk 


through the street or when I’m on the bus. 


Sometimes I’m looking through other websites 


with graphics. In fact, it’s hard to answer, 


when everything, which is around you make you 


inspired. The greatest ideas are coming when  


you don’t even expect them.


Where do you find inspiration?


I really like doing that what I’m doing now. I feel 


very good in it and it makes me happy, when  


I am creating useful and artistic things. 


I can’t imagine my short life without art.


Music! Especially rock, metal, alternative,  


chill-out.


Movies! Butterfly effect, Notebook, The 


Watchman, New series of Batman, James Bond 


(But not with Craig), Taken. I could watch them 


all the time.  


And my favorite artists: Picasso, Henri Matisse; 


because I like history of art.


My favourite... 
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Diana Daia Concert Photography 
Tiger Lillies, Agent Side Grinder, Black Heart Procession, Xeno and Oaklander / Berlin 2009-2010


I am a Berlin-based photographer born in the 


Eastern Bloc, Romania. Constantly driven  


to circles and transit points, I am tempted  


to gradually expand to other artistic mediums 


without following a specific path. Lately, I’ve 


become more and more interested in concert 


photography, not necessarily for the 


vraisemblance quality of the image, but for the 


mood suggested by the performance and how  


it can tie in with the resulted photograph.  


My finished artwork includes a lot of rendering 


done digitally, which tends to create a completely 


different frame than the original one. I guess  


it sometimes confuses a bit both the performers 


and the people who have been present at the 


gigs, but it also introduces new perspectives  


on approaching the theme.


Tell us briefly about you and your work


Googling a Russian film that I watched some 


years ago. I fail to remember its name although 


I have a film still as background on my phone. It 


includes two girls in black veil carrying a wooden 


box with a modified cross of Loraine in it.


What were you just doing?


In static, paraphilias and conformity. I’m mostly 


interested in behavioral patterns and how 


stereotypes pushed to extremes function, 


although by asserting that, the method becomes 


a stereotype in itself.


Where do you find inspiration?


My favourite blend consists of crimson eyeballs 


and a pair of scissors in a local sewer.


My favourite... 
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Bogdan Radenkovic Smell of dust and socialism


Through visualizations of my views I try to 


memorize emotions of certain time fragments 


and make them universal. Presented series “smell 


of dust” are projections of past times and traces 


of socialism.


Tell us briefly about you and your work


In almost all forms of art. From Ansel Adams 


and J. S. Bach through Nietzsche and Wagner 


to Kieslowski and Sartre. We are inevitable 


surrounded by influences.


Where do you find inspiration?


Eating chocolate. (Chocolate addict)


What were you just doing?


My favorite composer is Gustav Mahler.


My favourite... 
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Martina Maffini la ciudad invisible


I’m Italian but I spend the past years between 


Italy, France and Argentina.


I’m traveling for living, and every time I find  


a new job that allows me to continue to travel.


I photograph things that I like at first sight, 


things that surround me and that matches with 


what I’m feeling.


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I just come back from Argentina where I lived 


during the winter. It’s such a beautiful place,  


I want to go back and stay with my friends!


What were you just doing?


My inspiration come from light, nature, 


landscapes, planes that I take, music, books that 


I read, poetry, love, sufferings, melancholy, from 


many photographers that I like (Luigi Ghirri, Joel 


Sternfeld, Alexander Gronsky...)


Where do you find inspiration?


My favourite music is rock’n’roll.


My favourite... 
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Diana Santisteban Spring Days


I am a college student studying journalism and 


photography. I love for my photos to make  


people happy and to see a little bit of what  


I see. Mostly, I like my work to feel uplifting as 


well as mysterious. I love the sense of mystery 


when people view a certain photograph and they 


cant identify with the subject, but can still find 


it beautiful.


Tell us briefly about you and your work


I was listening to old Daft Punk songs and 


getting excited that they are reuniting.


What were you just doing?


I tend to find inspirations from cult movies, 


stylish people and books. Some ideas just come 


out of nowhere from things I see on the streets 


and my friends.


I think nature is also very inspiring. It really 


thrives me to create something with it. 


Where do you find inspiration?


My favorite time of the year is fall because 


summer is too warm in Florida.


My favourite... 
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